
The awe-inspiring artistry Guggenheim family continues to 
grow, presenting now the Guggenheim Wall. A magnificent 
combination of gold plated brass and black Swarovski crystals, 
it is yet another avant-garde creation that pledges to dazzle 
everyone in the room. Let this dashing design inspire your 
projects, forging the most exquisite and elegant ambiances.

GUGGENHEIM
WALL

GET PRICE







This lighting design was created to decorate the walls of 
your projects, with the best materials. Made with a simple 
tube of crystal glass and brass, this lighting design was 
created to decorate the walls of your project. Showing 
exuberance and simplicity at the same time, it’s ideal to 
enlighten pieces of art like paintings or sculptures.

DRAYCOTT I
WALL

GET PRICE



Lighthouses represent a break in the darkness, a beacon of 
light. A simple interpretation of this concept gains form in 
a charming wall lamp made of gold plated brass and crystal 
glass. The Pharo Wall II will fit perfectly into any room.

PHARO II
WALL

GET PRICE







Following the footsteps of Draycott I wall, this wall 
lamp contemplates all details of the Draycott Tower in 
two tubes. For all that, the design remains delicate and 
exquisite. Another wall lighting solution made of brass 
and crystal glass.

DRAYCOTT II
WALL

GET PRICE





Made in brass with gold plated, handmade butterflies and 
majestic flowers, ending with the touch of the beautiful 
Swarovski crystals. The wall version of McQueen chandelier, 
evokes a dramatic and eccentric sensation of beauty.

MCQUEEN
WALL

GET PRICE





Pharos was an island where the most famous and grand 
lighthouse stood in ancient Alexandria. Nowadays, lighthouses 
take on simpler forms, just like this wall lamp. Made of gold 
plated brass and crystal glass, Pharo Wall is a beacon of light 
to rupture the darkness.

PHARO
WALL

GET PRICE



The torch version of our Gala family is a symbol of modern 
age and luxury, giving an elegant and shimmering look to any 
hospitality and residential project. A graceful piece fully made 
of the best high-end materials.

GALA
TORCH
WALL

GET PRICE





This design presents sublime lines, yet gives at the same 
time a complex and rich aspect in details. It is very suited 
for the entrance hall and corridors. The design of Liberty 
I was created to bring the right brightness for your home 
decoration and gets its inspiration on the warmth of the 
statue of liberty torch.

LIBERTY I
WALL

GET PRICE



LIBERTY I
WALL



78

A refined wall lamp inspired by the architectural lines of 
the Trump Hotel. A gold plated brass structure finished 
with sublime crystal glass tears. A wall lamp that provides 
charming lighting to the most elegant interiors.

TRUMP II
WALL

GET PRICE
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Combined with the best of contemporary and modern 
design, made with the best brass, crystal glass and the 
ability of the craftsman, it’s perfectly fitting on your 
hospitality project.

WATERFALL
TORCH
WALL

GET PRICE
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The Wax collection brings an ancient luxury feel, with 
a contemporaneous variation. This wall fixture fully 
made of gold plated brass, brings a modern twist to any 
environment, despite being inspired in the ancient times. 
Composed of several fine tubes of handmade crystal 
glass that flow over unique and with a particular shape, 
gold plated brass. A graceful and unique piece fully made 
of the best high-end materials.

WAX
WALL

GET PRICE
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An original and exquisite décor fixture with an unmistakable 
presence, Babel wall lamp adds a classical appeal to any 
environment. The craftsman’s crystal work singularity 
shines back in the circular surfaces where smooth, 
glamorous shades are reflected and held by a gold plated 
brass ring. A sublime item for a perfect ambiance.

BABEL
WALL

GET PRICE







Inspired by the Statue of Liberty, this design was made for 
the ones who loves to see all the details. This blending will 
bring a harmonious enlightenment to your project, not only 
for its characteristic brightness, but also it presents a superb 
elegance between the crystal glass and brass.

LIBERTY II
WALL

GET PRICE



88

From the classical to the most contemporary ambience, 
this torch wall version of our Tycho is the epitome of 
elegance and distinctiveness. A perfect fit for both 
hospitality and residential projects, the combination of 
brass and ribbed crystal glass will bring to your project 
the final twist of medieval charm you were looking for.

TYCHO 
TORCH
WALL

GET PRICE
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Elegant and luxurious wall lighting item, incomparable 
and impressive as the romantic details of Swarovski 
crystals. Poetically made in gold plated brass, with the 
handwork techniques of the craftsman, will bring a 
warm light to any dining or living room set, involving 
you in passionate emotions.

SCALA
WALL

GET PRICE


